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Left–right asymmetries have likely evolved to make optimal use of
bilaterian nervous systems; however, little is known about the
synaptic and circuit mechanisms that support divergence of func-
tion between equivalent structures in each hemisphere. Here we
examined whether lateralized hippocampal memory processing is
present in mice, where hemispheric asymmetry at the CA3–CA1
pyramidal neuron synapse has recently been demonstrated, with
different spine morphology, glutamate receptor content, and syn-
aptic plasticity, depending on whether afferents originate in the
left or right CA3. To address this question, we used optogenetics
to acutely silence CA3 pyramidal neurons in either the left or right
dorsal hippocampus while mice performed hippocampus-depen-
dent memory tasks. We found that unilateral silencing of either
the left or right CA3 was sufficient to impair short-term memory.
However, a striking asymmetry emerged in long-term memory,
wherein only left CA3 silencing impaired performance on an associa-
tive spatial long-term memory task, whereas right CA3 silencing had
no effect. To explore whether synaptic properties intrinsic to the
hippocampus might contribute to this left–right behavioral asymme-
try, we investigated the expression of hippocampal long-term
potentiation. Following the induction of long-term potentia-
tion by high-frequency electrical stimulation, synapses between CA3
and CA1 pyramidal neurons were strengthened only when presynap-
tic input originated in the left CA3, confirming an asymmetry in syn-
aptic properties. The dissociation of hippocampal long-term memory
function between hemispheres suggests that memory is routed via
distinct left–right pathways within the mouse hippocampus, and
provides a promising approach to help elucidate the synaptic basis
of long-term memory.

Unilateral specializations may facilitate greater processing
power in bilateral brain structures by using the available

neuronal circuitry more effectively. Nevertheless, the nature of
the mechanisms that can act within the confines of duplicate
neural structures to support different cognitive functions in each
hemisphere remains elusive.
The hippocampus is essential for certain forms of learning and

memory, both in humans (1) and in rodents (2, 3), and also plays
an important role in navigation (4). The left and right mamma-
lian hippocampi comprise the same anatomical areas and di-
rectional connectivity, and yet in the human hippocampus, task-
related activity may be localized to only one hemisphere (5). This
lateralization may enable the left and right hippocampus to
support complementary functions in human episodic memory,
with left hippocampal activity associated with an egocentric, se-
quential representation of space but greater activity in the right
hippocampus when an allocentric representation is used (6). It
has been suggested that human hippocampal asymmetry is pri-
marily dictated by external asymmetry—namely, the left hemi-
spheric involvement in language processing and the stronger
contribution of the right hemisphere to visuospatial attention
(7), supported by observations of left hippocampal dominance
when semantic information is most task-relevant, compared with
right hippocampal dominance when spatial information becomes

more pertinent (8). However, a seminal discovery in the mouse
brain suggests that left–right asymmetry may actually be a funda-
mental property of the mammalian hippocampus: it was found that
the postsynaptic spine morphology and receptor distribution in
CA1 pyramidal neurons is determined by whether the presynaptic
input originates in the left or right CA3 (9, 10). Specifically, apical
CA1 postsynaptic spines receiving input from the left CA3 are
primarily thin and rich in GluN2B subunit-containing NMDA
receptors (NMDARs); in contrast, there is a higher proportion of
mushroom-shaped spines receiving right CA3 projection, and these
larger spines have a lower density of GluN2B subunit-containing
NMDARs (9, 10). Interestingly, synaptic plasticity also shows
hemispheric asymmetry: irrespective of the hemispheric location
of the CA1 neuron, GluN2B NMDAR-requiring spike timing-
dependent long-term potentiation (LTP) was induced at synapses
where presynaptic input originates in the left CA3, but not in the
right CA3 (11).
These left–right synaptic differences raise the question as to

whether memory processing in mice, as in humans, might differ
between the left and right hippocampus. Therefore, in this study,
we asked whether acutely inactivating one part of the asym-
metric CA3–CA1 network unilaterally would affect learning
and memory differentially between hemispheres. To test this, we
silenced excitatory cells of CA3 in either the left or the right
hippocampus, and consequently also both their ipsilateral and
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contralateral projections to CA1, using the light-sensitive chloride
pump halorhodopsin (eNpHR3.0) coexpressed with enhanced YFP
(eYFP) (12).

Results
Halorhodopsin Permits Effective and Reversible Acute Silencing of
Dorsal CA3 Neurons in Vivo. Injection of a viral construct contain-
ing eNpHR3.0 under control of the CaMKIIα promoter (AAV5-
CaMKIIα-eNpHR3.0-eYFP) into two sites in the dorsal CA3 of
either the left or right hippocampus in adult male wild-type mice
gave robust expression of eNpHR3.0-eYFP throughout the dorsal
CA3 (Fig. 1 A–C). We used optrode recordings in anesthetized
mice to confirm that CA3 neurons in the dorsal hippocampus of
eNpHR3.0-eYFP–expressing mice could be silenced by green light
delivery for a duration equivalent to that of trials in the behavioral
tasks; illumination was delivered via an optical fiber placed above
the CA3 and in between the two injection sites. We found this
method produced effective and reversible silencing of spontane-
ous spiking in single and multiunit recordings of CA3 neurons
(Fig. 1D; light on: 8.6 ± 5.1% of baseline spiking levels, P < 0.001;
30–60 s after light on: 107 ± 12.7% of baseline spiking levels, P =
0.612; one-sample t tests compared with 100%; n = 7 recordings
from two mice).
For behavioral testing, experimental mice received injections

of AAV5-CaMKIIα-eNpHR3.0-eYFP into the two sites in the
dorsal CA3 of one hemisphere that we had validated as effective
with optrode recordings. A fiber-optic cannula was implanted
between the two injection sites to illuminate expressing CA3
neurons (Fig. 1B). The efficacy of silencing was limited by the
light spread rather than the virus expression because we used
a low numerical aperture (0.22) fiber-optic cannula to illuminate
only a subset of eNpHR3.0-expressing neurons (SI Materials and
Methods and Fig. S1). Control mice received equivalent injections
of a virus lacking eNpHR3.0 (AAV5-CaMKIIα-eYFP) and identi-
cal implant surgery to ensure that viral infection, surgery, and light

delivery could not account for any behavioral differences; this gave
two experimental groups of mice: left-NpHR and right-NpHR, with
their respective control groups, left-YFP and right-YFP. We veri-
fied implant placement and the level of eYFP expression by im-
munohistochemistry after behavioral testing and confirmed that
there were no significant differences in fiber placement in any of the
three spatial dimensions (SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S2). All
behavioral experiments and histology were performed with the ex-
perimenter blind to the identity of the mice.

Acute Silencing of Either Left or Right CA3 Impairs Hippocampus-
Dependent Short-Term Memory. We first investigated whether
acute unilateral CA3 silencing could affect short-term memory
performance. Mice were tested on spontaneous alternation in a
T-maze, which is a hippocampus-dependent short-term memory
task that harnesses the strong novelty preference displayed by
rodents (Fig. 2A) (13, 14). Each trial was self-contained, and
mice received interleaved trials with and without light delivery;
to achieve acute silencing, light was only delivered for the duration
of each trial. All four groups showed equivalent levels of sponta-
neous alternation with the light off (left-NpHR = 82 ± 3%, right-
NpHR = 85 ± 3%, left-YFP = 83 ± 2%, right-YFP = 86 ± 3%),
indicating that there was no hemispheric asymmetry in the effect
of surgery or tethering to the fiber-optic cable. However, with the
light on, striking differences emerged between the groups of mice,
indicating that left or right CA3 silencing impaired perfor-
mance [Fig. 2B; left-NpHR = 22 mice, right-NpHR = 21 mice,
left-YFP = 21 mice, right-YFP = 22 mice; two-way ANOVA;
main effect of transgene: F(1,82) = 29.65; P < 0.001 and a main

Fig. 1. Optogenetics enables acute silencing of CA3 activity in vivo. (A)
Adeno-associated virus containing the eNpHR3.0-eYFP construct under the
control of a CaMKIIα promoter was used. WPRE, woodchuck hepatitis post-
transcriptional regulatory element. (B) Virus was unilaterally injected into
two sites in the dorsal CA3 area of C57BL/6J mice for use in optrode
recordings. For behavioral experiments, an optical fiber was also implanted
between the two injection sites. (C) Two-site virus injection resulted in
eNpHR3.0-eYFP or eYFP expression in CA3 and CA3 projections in the entire
dorsal hippocampus. (Upper) Expression at approximate location of im-
plant. (Lower) Approximate location of two injection sites. (Scale bars,
1 mm.) (D) Illumination of CA3 neurons in eNpHR3.0-expressing mice for
30 s resulted in a reversible reduction in spontaneous spiking frequency.
A representative optrode recording trace as well as normalized mean fre-
quency is shown. Error bars represent SEM.

Fig. 2. Hippocampus-dependent short-term memory requires the left and
right CA3. (A) Mice were tested on a spontaneous alternation task in a
T-maze. S, start arm. (B) Light delivery during this task reduces spontaneous
alternation of right-NpHR and left-NpHR mice compared with their re-
spective YFP controls. (C) Mice were tested on a spatial novelty preference
task in a Y-maze. (D) Light delivery during this task reduces preference for
the novel arm in right-NpHR and left-NpHR mice compared with their re-
spective YFP controls. Broken lines represent chance performance. Mean
percentages ± SEM. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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effect of hemisphere: F(1,82) = 5.37; P = 0.023, but no trans-
gene by hemisphere interaction: P = 0.23].
We also tested mice on a different short-term memory task,

the spatial novelty preference Y-maze task, in which extramaze
spatial cues are important to generate novel arm preference (Fig.
2C) (15). The effect of light delivery was similar to that in the
spontaneous alternation short-term memory task, with an im-
pairment arising from unilateral CA3 silencing irrespective of
whether it was the left or right CA3 that was silenced [Fig. 2D;
left-NpHR = 6 mice, right-NpHR = 5 mice, left-YFP = 7 mice,
right-YFP = 4 mice; two-way ANOVA; main effect of transgene:
F(1,18) = 14.91; P = 0.001].
Overall, these results show that a unilateral manipulation can

impair hippocampus-dependent short-term memory, and that
silencing of either the left or the right CA3 reduces performance
on short-term memory tasks.

Acute Silencing of Left CA3 Impairs Hippocampus-Dependent Long-
Term Memory, but Silencing the Right CA3 Has No Effect. We next
wanted to investigate whether unilateral dorsal CA3 silencing
could also impair hippocampus-dependent long-term memory.
We tested the same mice on an appetitively motivated task
where they had to learn which arm of an elevated Y-maze was
rewarded using extramaze spatial cues. The rewarded location
remained constant for each mouse across consecutive days of
testing. We verified that this task generated a long-term memory
of the rewarded arm because a separate cohort of mice showed
stable performance upon retesting 1 wk after the end of the
acquisition period with no exposure to the apparatus in the in-
tervening period (83% correct choices on both last trial before
and first trial after the 7-d retention interval; n = 12), which
extended to the whole trial block (85 ± 6% correct arm choices
on final block before retention interval and 85 ± 5% after re-
tention interval; n = 12). A pseudorandom order of arm starts
and periodic maze rotation between trials meant that intramaze
cues provided no information that mice could use to perform the
task successfully (Fig. 3A) (13, 16). Short-term memory errors
could affect the acquisition of a spatial long-term memory task,
but preventing arm reentry during a single trial removes this
contribution to learning deficits (17). Therefore, to isolate long-
term memory in this experiment, mice were only allowed to
make one arm choice per trial and thus could not self-correct.
Mice received blocks of 10 trials a day for 11 consecutive days,
with five starts from the arm to the left of the designated
rewarded arm, and 5 from the right in a pseudorandom order.
Light was delivered for all mice during every trial, and was
limited to the trial duration (10–40 s). To confirm that mice were
not using olfactory cues from the reward to solve the task, the
food was delivered after the arm choice was made on the final
day of testing; this postchoice baiting did not cause performance
to deteriorate.
Mice in the two control groups (left-YFP and right-YFP) ac-

quired the task over the course of testing, reaching 90–100%
accuracy. The right-NpHR group performed equivalent to the
control mice. Strikingly, however, silencing the left CA3 did
impair performance on this long-term memory task, and the
deficit was not overcome even by the end of testing [Fig. 3 B and C;
left-NpHR = 21 mice, right-NpHR = 19 mice, left-YFP = 18
mice, right-YFP = 22 mice; two-way ANOVA; main effect of
transgene (NpHR/YFP): F(1,76) = 6.01, P = 0.017; transgene by
hemisphere interaction: F(1,76) = 11.46, P = 0.001; analysis of
simple main effects showed a significant effect of transgene on
the left hemisphere: F(1,76) = 16.62, P < 0.001 and a significant
effect of hemisphere for NpHR: F(1,76) = 13.29, P < 0.001]. The
absence of an effect on task performance by silencing the right
CA3 indicates that this network is dispensable for associative
spatial long-term memory. Moreover, the acute nature of the
manipulation, which limits compensatory changes associated with
longer-term manipulations (18), further suggests the right CA3 is

not required even under normal learning conditions. In contrast,
the left CA3 appears to form an important part of the network
that supports associative spatial long-term memory performance.

Acute Silencing of Either Left or Right CA3 Does Not Affect Performance
on a Hippocampus-Independent Visual (Nonspatial) Long-Term Memory
Task. To ensure that unilateral optogenetic silencing does not
cause a generalized sensorimotor or motivational behavioral
impairment that could account for the deficit in the left-NpHR
group on the spatial long-term memory task, a subset of the same
mice, as well as a group of experimentally naïve mice, were
trained on an associative, nonspatial visual discrimination T-maze
task (16, 19) with trial-limited light delivery, as before (10–40 s).
Mice had to learn to associate either a gray or a black/white-striped
goal arm with reward (Fig. 3D). As with the previous long-term
memory task, mice received training over consecutive days with
10 trials per block and were prevented from self-correcting within

Fig. 3. Hippocampus-dependent associative spatial long-term memory
uniquely requires the left CA3. (A) Mice were trained on a hippocampus-
dependent long-term memory task where they had to associate a reward
location that was fixed with respect to allocentric extramaze spatial cues
(black square, circle, and triangle), and remained constant for each mouse
across consecutive days of testing. Mice received arm starts (S) to the left or
the right of the rewarded arm (+) in a pseudorandom order. Mice entering
the nonrewarded arm (−) were not allowed to self-correct. (B) Light delivery
in mice expressing eNpHR3.0 in the left CA3 (left-NpHR, blue) impairs but
does not affect learning in right-NpHR mice (red) and control groups (left-
YFP: black, right-YFP: gray) in this hippocampus-dependent long-term mem-
ory task. (C) Average performance on penultimate day. (D) Mice were trained
on a hippocampus-independent visual-discrimination long-term memory
task where they had to associate arm floor and wall color (gray vs. black-
and-white stripes) with a reward; this was fixed for each mouse across
consecutive days of testing. Rewarded (+) and nonrewarded (−) arms were
pseudorandomly interchanged so that reward location was learnt inde-
pendent of the spatial position of the arms of the maze. (E) Mice in all
groups successfully learned this task at an equivalent rate. (F) Average per-
formance on penultimate day. In both tasks, on the last day of testing, re-
ward was delivered after the animal had chosen to control for the possibility
of mice smelling the milk (postchoice baiting). Broken lines represent chance
performance. Mean percentage correct choices ± SEM. ***P < 0.001.
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a trial. However, in contrast to the associative spatial Y-maze task,
the positions of the target arms were interchanged in a pseudo-
random order so that, within each block, mice received a total of
five starts with the rewarded arm to the left of the start arm and
five starts with it to the right (Fig. 3D). Consequently, there was
no extramaze spatial information that could be used to solve
the task.
In contrast to the asymmetric effect of silencing on the spatial

long-term memory task, all four groups of mice learnt this
nonspatial control task successfully (90–100% correct) and at an
equivalent rate [Fig. 3 E and F; left-NpHR = 15 mice, right-
NpHR = 16 mice, left-YFP = 17 mice, right-YFP = 17 mice; two-
way ANOVA; main effect of block: F(7,427) = 80.27, P < 0.001,
but no main effect of hemisphere: F(1,161) = 0.43, P = 0.51, no
main effect of transgene: F(1,161) = 0.09, P = 0.76, no hemisphere
by transgene interaction: F(1,161) = 0.43, P = 0.51; and also no
interaction between block and transgene F(7,427) = 0.19, P = 0.99,
nor between block and hemisphere: F(7,427) = 1.14, P = 0.34 and
no triple interaction: F(7,427) = 0.36, P = 0.93]. Thus, the effect of
optogenetic manipulation of the CA3 is limited to hippocampus-
dependent tasks; furthermore, it implies that the impairment in
the left-NpHR group during the associative spatial long-term
memory task was not due a gross asymmetric disruption of
sensorimotor or motivational aspects of task performance as a
result of silencing of the left CA3.

High Frequency Stimulation-Induced LTP Is Present at CA3–CA1
Synapses Where Afferents Originate in the Left CA3, but Not in the
Right CA3. Although their precise roles are debated, NMDAR-
dependent synaptic plasticity processes are likely to be involved
during performance on hippocampus-dependent spatial memory
tasks (20–23). It has previously been reported that there is
an asymmetry in the induction of hippocampal spike timing-
dependent LTP (tLTP), such that tLTP can only be induced in
CA3–CA1 synapses where the presynaptic input originates in the
left CA3 via a GluN2B-dependent mechanism (11). However,
conventional high-frequency stimulation (HFS)-induced LTP is
not blocked by pharmacological GluN2B antagonism (24). Here
we investigated whether the expression of HFS-LTP might also
be asymmetric. Because hippocampal pyramidal neurons could
not be driven at 100 Hz with optogenetic tools, we induced LTP

with nonselective electrical HFS and sampled the left and right
CA3–CA1 synapses selectively with optical stimulation to mon-
itor any changes in synaptic weights.
Adult male wild-type mice were injected in the CA3 of one

hemisphere with a viral construct containing channelrhodopsin-2
(hChR2) under control of the CaMKIIα promoter [AAV5-
CaMKIIα-hChR2(E123T/T159C)-eYFP; Fig. 4A]. At 4–6 wk
later, coronal slices were prepared for plasticity experiments,
which were performed blind to injection side. We performed
field recordings from CA1 with one electrically and one optically
stimulated input pathway, and maximized the overlap between
these two pathways by electrode and optical fiber placement
(Fig. 4A). We recorded a stable baseline of both optically and
electrically stimulated field excitatory postsynaptic potentials
(fEPSPs), then induced LTP with high-frequency electrical
stimulation (100 stimuli at 100 Hz). Following this induction
protocol, we monitored the optical and electrical pathways to
determine whether there was a difference in the response of
synapses receiving input from either the left or right CA3. De-
spite equivalent potentiation in the electrical pathway in both
left- and right-injected mice (left: 154 ± 6%, n = 14; right: 149 ±
6%, n = 11; P = 0.50), the optical pathway showed a significant
increase in synaptic strength only in left-injected mice, irre-
spective of whether the slice was ipsilateral or contralateral to
the injection side, and the fEPSP increase was significantly
greater in left-injected compared with right-injected mice (Fig.
4 B and C; left: 145 ± 7%; right: 113 ± 7%; P = 0.004). This
result held when the change in the optical pathway was nor-
malized to the magnitude of electrical LTP (left: 84 ± 11% of
electrical; right: 19 ± 15%; P = 0.002). Thus, the expression of
HFS-LTP depends on whether the input originates in the left or
right CA3; this suggests that these two inputs may perform
different functions in vivo and provides one possible mecha-
nistic explanation for the observed functional lateralization in
long-term memory.

Discussion
Using trial-limited optogenetic silencing of excitatory neurons
in either the left or right CA3, we have found a left–right func-
tional dissociation in hippocampal memory performance in the
mouse. Silencing of the left CA3 alone impairs performance on
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a hippocampus-dependent long-term memory task. In contrast,
unilateral silencing of either the left or the right CA3 causes
a short-term memory deficit on hippocampus-dependent tasks.
Together, these results show that there is a dissociation between
the hemispheric involvement in short-term memory and long-
term memory. We also found that high-frequency stimulation-
induced LTP is only expressed at CA3–CA1 synapses when
presynaptic input originates in the left CA3.
Unilateral hippocampal lesions in mice have not revealed a dis-

tinct hemispheric contribution to long-term memory (25), although
split-brain mice with left eye deprivation showed greater spatial
memory accuracy than those with right eye deprivation when the
environmental complexity increased (26). Studies in rats have either
shown no effect of unilateral lesions (27, 28) or no asymmetry
of hippocampal function (27, 29), or have produced inconsistent
findings (30–32). However, the chronic nature of surgical, and
even pharmacological, manipulations can allow compensatory
changes to develop. Acute optogenetic silencing can circumvent
such adaption, which may explain why our unilateral silencing of
a relatively small volume of cells in the mouse hippocampus
produced considerable memory deficits; nevertheless, there may
also be a larger indirect silencing effect from our manipulation at
the CA3 network level, given its recurrent connectivity.
Optogenetic manipulations can provide new insights into the

networks normally engaged during memory tasks (18), and thus
enable a precise dissection of the functional roles of the areas
within the hippocampus. Here we have found that the left CA3 is
a key component in the hippocampal circuitry that supports long-
term memory. Synaptic plasticity has been proposed as a cellular
model for learning and memory (21), and it is likely that LTP or
other NMDAR-dependent processes are important for accurate
performance on spatial long-term memory tasks, although a
causal relationship remains elusive. Therefore, it is tempting to
speculate that the functional asymmetry relates to the synaptic
asymmetry in the mouse hippocampus; CA3–CA1 synapses
originating in the left CA3 have a high density of postsynaptic
GluN2B subunit-containing NMDARs and show LTP, whereas
CA1 spines that receive right CA3 input have a low density of
GluN2B subunits, and do not exhibit LTP (9–11). In support of
the interpretation that plastic synapses typical of left CA3–CA1
are required, a mutant mouse line that lacks synaptic asymmetry
(homozygous inversus viscerummice), instead having only synapses
characteristic of those receiving right CA3 input in wild-types
(33), is impaired on hippocampus-dependent short- and long-
term memory tasks relative to heterozygous controls (34),
whereas overexpression of GluN2B enhances LTP and improves
hippocampus-dependent memory performance (35). Thus, our
findings could be accounted for by a hippocampus-intrinsic
mechanism, whereby these two types of synapse receive
equivalent information but perform distinct information pro-
cessing or storage functions. Our manipulation affects both
the ipsilateral and contralateral CA3–CA1 projections origi-
nating in one hemisphere; although both ipsilateral and con-
tralateral projections do show equivalent LTP in rats (36) and
mice (11), we currently cannot exclude the possibility that they
play independent roles. It is also conceivable that the asym-
metry in long-term memory is explained either completely or
in part because the left and right CA3 receive different in-
formation, akin to how the distinct functional contributions of
dorsal and ventral hippocampus might arise through differ-
ences in first- and second-order inputs (37). One possible
source of asymmetry before the hippocampus might be the

lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) input to dorsal hippocampus;
the left LEC exhibits a higher metabolic demand than the right
LEC (38), which may be indicative of distinct computational
demands present in the neuronal circuitry. Asymmetry may
even exist at the level of sensory inputs (30). These expla-
nations are not mutually exclusive, however, because the dif-
ferent types of synapses receiving left compared with right CA3
input may have evolved in concert with such nonhippocampal
asymmetries to optimally process different types of incoming
information.
In contrast to the unique requirement for the left CA3 in a long-

term memory task, unilateral silencing of the CA3 in either
hemisphere was sufficient to impair hippocampus-dependent
short-term memory. Thus, left CA3 silencing is not always more
disruptive to hippocampal function than right CA3 silencing, which
rules out trivial surgical or technical explanations for the left-
NpHR deficit on the hippocampus-dependent long-term memory
task, a conclusion supported by the equivalent implant placements
between behavioral groups. This result further suggests that
asymmetry does not arise from a different efficacy of silencing
between hemispheres. Moreover, it corroborates the supposition
that mechanisms supporting short- and long-term memory are
dissociable (23). The reason why left or right CA3 silencing can
cause an impairment in short-term memory may be because short-
term memory requires a higher proportion of the hippocampal
circuitry for effective performance, or necessitates communication
between the CA3 in each hemisphere. Alternatively, the same re-
sult could arise if the left and right CA3 play independent, but
equally necessary, roles in the activity required for short-term
memory. One such role could relate to gamma oscillations, which
have been closely linked to short-term memory (39), and, in-
terestingly, a left–right asymmetry of gamma power was recently
reported in the CA1 of the rat hippocampus following environ-
mental enrichment (40).
The functional division of labor in memory processes that we

have uncovered in the mouse suggests there could be parallels with
the hippocampal asymmetry found in humans. Thus, left–right
human hippocampal differences may not be a simple reflection of
the lateralization in language processing (41) but, instead, asym-
metry could be a fundamental characteristic of mammalian hip-
pocampal function. In humans, a higher level of lateralization is
associated with increased cognitive performance (42). Thus, hip-
pocampal asymmetry may have arisen early in evolution and has
been maintained to facilitate more efficient use of bilateral neural
substrates. Such asymmetry might enable the hippocampus to
support functions both in memory and in navigation (43), and
could provide a synaptic mechanism by which the two can interact
to underlie spatial long-term memory performance.

Materials and Methods
We used a total of 138 male C57BL/6J mice in this study. All procedures were
performed in accordance with UK Home Office Regulations and approved by
the License Review Committee at the University of Cambridge. For detailed
methods and experimental procedures, see SI Materials and Methods.
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